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S

ahia Vintage is a pioneering curatorial
project focusing on the documentaries
produced by Alexandru Sahia
Film Studio during the four decades of
communism in Romania. Initiated in
2014 by Adina Brădeanu and One World
Romania with the launch of the first
DVD in the series—SAHIA VINTAGE 1:
Documentary, Ideology, Life—this multilayered program consists of periodical
DVD releases, film screenings followed by
presentations, workshops for filmmakers,
film critics, and journalists. In addition to
its popularizing efforts, Sahia Vintage is
also about changing the discourse on the
communist nonfiction films produced in
Romania, which have been long neglected
by film critics and the film industry alike.
It encourages a more contextualized view
of Sahia as a system, an approach that can
do away with the propaganda stereotype
and bring to light the culture of that period
in terms of the documentary practice, the
discourse, and the everyday activities.
The newly installed communist government built the Romanian film industry on
the remains of a precarious cinema system
(a small state-owned studio supported by
a public fund) and a frail production specialized both in fiction and documentary
filmmaking (Căliman 2000: 137), inherited
from the former nationalist regime. Two
main studios were inaugurated in the early
1950s: while Bucharest Film Studio (Buftea)
was designed for fiction films, Alexandru
Sahia Film Studio was in charge of all nonfictional productions: newsreels (politics,

sports, agriculture, industry, education, etc.)
and documentaries on various topics (science popularization, ethnography, work and
leisure, everyday life, education, tourism,
work safety, etc.).1 The studios were prolific
during the four decades of communism, but
went into sharp decline during the post1989 transition from a planned economy
to the free market, as the film sector had to
reconnect itself to the European model of
a film industry based on national funding.
This process took more than ten years and
was symbolically marked by the emergence
of the New Romanian Cinema in the 2000s.
However, if both Bucharest Film Studio
and Alexandru Sahia Studio failed to transition to a new economic and political reality
(because of the lack of financial resources
among other reasons), only the heritage of
Sahia as an archive had been completely lost
until a few years ago.2 By lost I don’t mean
physically—the Sahia films are preserved at
the National Films Archive in Jilava—but
forgotten by the public and the professionals
to such an extent that during my film studies at the UNATC (the Bucharest National
University of Theatre and Film) in the late
2000s there was not one course on Sahia.
The causes of this phenomenon are many
and slightly speculative, as the documentary practice has been marginal in relation
to filmmaking in general, with most of the
internationally acclaimed festivals being
focused (or rather having been focused in
the past) chiefly on fictional films, and with
a special market for documentaries developing in parallel (i.e., IDFA, Dok Leipzig,
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1) In 1964, Animafilm
was the third studio to
be inaugurated.

2) Several screenings
and efforts to popularize
the Sahia film archive
have been made before
or simultaneously with
Sahia Vintage, most
notably perhaps the
book written by former
Sahia filmmaker
Lauren]iu Damian and
his TV show for the
Romanian National
Television. However, the
present context seems
to be more favorable for
reasons that we can only
speculate on—the revival
of the found footage film
amongst filmmakers, the
technological advances
that make digitization
more accessible,
national and European
funds for stimulating
archival research, a more
detached view of the
past, etc.
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3) Founded in the early
1990s, Video Art Studio
is a documentary film
studio subordinated to
the Ministry of Culture,
which absorbed some
of the traditional topics
of Sahia like films
about art.

Jihlava Film Festival, East Doc Platform,
etc.). However, some answers can be obtained by mapping out the context and
mode of production of Sahia, where documentaries had been limited to a short format and screened in cinemas only before
feature films—all these institutional practices placed it on a lower position in the
film industry hierarchy. There was never a
proper context for the audience to engage
with the (Sahia) documentaries, therefore
the studio’s disappearance went unnoticed
by many. At the same time, it may be that
some of the functions previously fulfilled
by the Sahia films have been transferred to
other institutions: private and public televisions, advertising companies, private producers, or new, state-owned, less expensive
studios.3
To be fair, the 1990s were characterized by an effort to save Sahia films from an
auteurist perspective, which proved to be
useful to demonstrate that, in spite of the
political commissioning, some filmmakers
did develop personal styles—and there is
no question about it, they did. Nonetheless,
how can we approach the rest of the Sahia
films in a fruitful manner? It is here that
Sahia Vintage distinguishes itself from former attempts to popularize these artefacts,
as Adina Brădeanu’s curatorial strategy is
to restore and contextualize the remarkably
diverse categories of the Sahia productions.
Each DVD has a thematic approach—ideology, representations of everyday life, work,
childhood, political and institutional commissioning—which includes the actual selection and a theoretical brochure (general
essays on the topic and short introductory
reviews for each of the films). No matter
how much the style of some directors stands
out compared to others, the main focus of
this collection remains on the ensemble and
how each film reflects the style of the studio,
the personal preferences of the filmmakers,
the inter-institutional relations that Sahia
had with factories (work safety, promotional videos), ministries, universities and
researchers (through its program of science
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popularization), collective farms, tourist resorts, to name only a few.
The fifth DVD of the series—SAHIA
VINTAGE V: Ephemeral Film—more than
the other DVDs, is a clear statement in favor
of investigating the most marginal productions of the studio, offering a selection of ten
utilitarian films from the 1960s to the 1980s.
An interesting mix, this selection (films
& brochures) is structured around several
main topics: 1) the relativity of what marginal cinema means nowadays as theoreticians and archivists argue for a more inclusive film history; 2) the representations of
Romania meant for tourists (a main target
were the Romanians who had emigrated
before communism) and educational films
(traffic rules, the dangers of using makeshift
gas cylinders, or how to be a good spouse).
Two films by Slavomir Popovici are listed on the DVD, as well as two versions of a
commercial for the Mamaia Black Sea resort.
“Cum circulăm?” [“How Do We Follow the
Rules of the Road”] (1963) appears to support
quite many interpretations—it serves well for
a discussion on modernism and reflexivity
in Romanian films, as the director engages a
young couple in a comic dramatization of an
absurd scenario of hectic urban traffic. It can
also be useful for a survey of rare portrayals
of youth against authority during the epoch,
or as a document of what Bucharest looked
like during the 1960s. “Victime și vinovați”
[“Victims and Guilty Practices”] (1970) deals
with the dangerous habit of people in rural
areas to use improvised gas cylinders. A sober and disturbing film, it stands out for its
honest interviews with survivors of tragic
accidents, a rather rare practice for Sahia,
which specialized in docu-dramas with narrators that imposed a certain narrative over
the images—an example of this kind is another film from the DVD, “Catastrofa” [“The
Catastrophe”] (1971), by Constantin Vaeni, a
dramatization of a bus accident caused by the
driver’s negligence.
“Mai mulți vinovați și o victimă” [“Guilty
Parties and a Victim”] (1983) is another
work safety utilitarian short film by Ovid-
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iu Bose Paștina (another of his industrial
films can be found on the first DVD, namely
“Oameni care povestesc” / “People Telling
Stories”, 1983). These films were screened
inside the commissioning institutions, were
less susceptible to close readings by the censors, and therefore allowed young directors
to experiment more freely. Here we encounter once more the talking heads technique,
this time very different from what Slavomir
Popovici had done earlier—in Popovici’s
case it is even unclear if all the interviews
were recorded by him or if he also used archival footage. Ovidiu Bose Paștina stages
his interviews and makes a very interesting
essay on the alienation and the futility these
workers experience under a regime which
was supposedly on their side.
On a more optimist note, there are the
tourist propaganda sections of the DVD:
“Remember” (1973) and “Nuntă la Lerești”
[“Wedding in Lerești”] (1976), both directed by Eugenia Gutu, as well as Mirel Ilieșiu’s
“Scrisoare din România” [“Letter from Romania”] (1973)—the latter being also the
most dramatized of all. In her two films,
Eugenia Gutu keeps to a more observational
mode, with interruptions in the film’s key
moments by a narrator voice who suggests

the correct conclusions. While “Remember”
depicts a family reunion where Romanians
who had emigrated to the United States
come to visit their grandmother in Romania, “Wedding in Lerești” can be seen as a
classic wedding documentary presenting
an American couple that decides to marry
in the homonymous village. The brochure
written by A. Brădeanu explains more of the
context of all these films.
Olimpia Daicoviciu’s “Să ne pregătim de
viața de familie”[“Let’s Get Ready for Family Life”] (1984) is a docu-drama centered
on how to be a good spouse, reflecting the
pronatalist policy and the condemnation of
divorce through restrictive legislation.
Apart from this, Sahia Vintage V also
includes a science documentary—“Efemer”
[“Ephemerae”] (1967) by Dona Barta. Although this was not a commissioned filmed,
the traditional category of Sahia productions, the curator was interested in the way it
connected with the theme of this DVD. An
important addition, science popularization
documentaries are rarely viewed nowadays,
as their relevance was even more dependent
on the context of the time than with other
genres.
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